The new Something About the Author Online provides first-time comprehensive online access to all volumes ever printed in Something About the Author, the main series, and Something About the Author: Autobiography Series — more than 210 volumes, more than 19,000 entries and nearly 17,000 images.

Students, teachers, professors and other researchers of children’s and young adult literature will value having 24/7 access to Something About the Author Online to complete class assignments, prepare for lectures, develop presentations, write papers and more.

AN UNPRECEDENTED ONLINE RESOURCE

Something About the Author Online is a complete archive that preserves the full integrity of the print reference series. It provides a backfile of searchable pages digitized directly from the print volumes. Search on an author’s name and the screen will display the writer’s biographical profile in Something About the Author’s familiar format: personal data, addresses, career, awards and honors, writings, sidelights (essay on the author’s life and works), adaptations, additional sources and more.

Something About the Author Online also includes hundreds of specially commissioned autobiography

BASIC SEARCH BY KEYWORD, FULL TEXT OR AUTHOR

To broaden or narrow your search in one step, three types of searches are available from the Basic Search mode using the pull-down box:

• KEYWORD – Searches the entire collection for the presence of the search term (within the author’s name, list of writings and section headers)

• FULL TEXT – Searches the entire collection for the presence of the search term within the entire text of the article including keyword fields

• NAMED AUTHOR – Searches the entire collection for information about a specific author (including variant names)

You may further narrow your results by limiting to year(s) of publication, entry type, series and number of results per page.
Once you execute a successful search, you will view a results list. Scan the list to locate one to fit your research needs. You change your sorting options according to: **Series**, **Title**, **Publication Date Ascending**, and **Publication Date Descending**. Click on the hyperlinked document text to read the document. You may also view the document’s table of contents and list of illustrations by selecting **Inside this Entry**.

**BROWSE AUTHORS**

Browse Authors is best used when you know the author’s name you are looking for. You may search two (2) different ways: 1) type a name in the search box, which will take you to that place in the alphabetical list where the name appears; or 2) select a letter in the alphabet at the top to go to the authors that begin with that alpha character.

**ADVANCED SEARCH**

- Combine your terms with Boolean operators (AND, OR, NOT) and additional limiters
- Conduct fuzzy searching (low, medium, or high) in order to retrieve near matches
- Find illustrations by searching for terms in illustration captions

**A GROWING COLLECTION**

*Something About the Author Online* is a growing collection that will continue to serve as the primary source for information on emerging authors and illustrators. It covers both well-known writers and artists and less prominent individuals whose works are just being recognized. Standing Order customers benefit each time a new *Something About the Author* volume is published because it is automatically loaded to *Something About the Author Online* for an ever-evolving digital solution in children’s literature reference.

**SEARCH PATHS AND SPECIAL FEATURES**

Search paths in *Something About the Author Online* include Basic Search; Advanced Search (keyword, full-text and named author); and Browse Authors. Other features include the ability to print, e-mail, download and access content by “Inside this Entry” and “Inside this Volume.”

**CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICING**

Call your Gale Representative today at 1-800-877-GALE to register for a free trial; participate in a *Something About the Author Online* Webinar; or learn about discount pricing.